Efficient partitioning of parallel loops plays a critical role in high performance and efficient use of multiprocessor systems. Although a significant amount of work has been done in partitioning and scheduling of loops with rectangular iteration spaces, the problem of partitioning non-rectangular iteration spaces -e.g., triangular, trapezoidal iteration spaces -with variable densities has not been addressed so far to the best of our knowledge. In this paper, we present a mathematical model for partitioning N-dimensional non-rectangular iteration spaces with variable densities. We present a unimodular loop transformation and a geometric approach for partitioning an iteration space along an axis corresponding to the outermost loop across a given number of processors to achieve near-optimal performance, i.e., to achieve nearoptimal load balance across different processors. We present a case study to illustrate the effectiveness of our approach.
INTRODUCTION
Nested parallel loops form the core of most numerical and scientific programs. Efficient execution of these programs on parallel machines requires partitioning of the iteration spaces of these nested loops, so that different sets of the partition can be mapped on to the different processors. Though partitioning of loop nests with rectangular iteration spaces has received a lot of attention [1, 2] , the problem of partitioning nested loops with non-rectangular iteration spaces has not been given enough attention so far, except in [3, 4] (in this paper, we deal with loop nests in which the lower and upper bounds of each loop are affine functions of the outer loop indices; such loops have non-rectangular iteration spaces). However, [3, 4] do not partition the iteration space uniformly across different processors and have several limitations, such as trade-off between parallelism and data locality, as discussed in Section 10. Furthermore, these approaches do not address the problem of partitioning iteration spaces with variable densities, i.e., loops with non-constant strides.
In this paper, we address the problem of partitioning parallel loop nests with N-dimensional non-rectangular iteration spaces with variable densities. Naturally, our technique can also handle rectangular loop nests. We follow a two step approach for iteration space partitioningt First, we derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an invariant iterator in a nonuniform iteration space.
t Second, if there exists an invariant iterator, we present an integrated technique based on unimodular transformations, linearization and loop reordering for uniform partitioning of a loop nest. Else, we present a geometric approach for partitioning the iteration space for minimizing execution time on parallel processor systems.
We partition an iteration space along an axis corresponding to the outermost loop and achieve a near-optimal partition. The partition thus obtained consists of contiguous sets, unlike [4] , which facilitates exploitation of data locality. Our approach provides a simple, practical and intuitive solution to the problem of iteration space partitioning. In this paper, we only consider loop nests with no loop carried dependences.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows -Section 2 presents the terminology used in the rest of the paper. The general approach is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we present a formal description of the problem. Next, we present our approach for detecting invariant iterators and for transforming the iteration space. In Section 6 we present our linearization-based approach for maximizing processor utilization. Section 7 presents a weight-based 1 approach for partitioning an iteration space in absence of invariant iterators. In Section 9, we present a case study to illustrate our technique for iteration space partitioning. Next, we present previous work in Section 10. Finally, we conclude with directions for future work.
TERMINOLOGY
Our loop model consists of a perfectly nested DOALL loop [5] , as shown in Figure 1 . Such loop nests are commonly found in various applications such as 3-d graphics (mesh collapsing, volume rendering [6] , geometric modeling of nonhomogeneous 3-d objects), aircraft simulations, cosmological and N-body simulations [7] et cetera. Without loss of any generality, we assume that the outermost loop is normalized from 1 to N with s1 = 1. The index variables of the individual loops are i1, i2, . . . , in and they constitute an index vector i = i1, i2, . . . , in .
2 An iteration is an instance of the index vector i. The set of iterations of a loop nest L is an iteration space Γ = {i}. We model an iteration space as a convex polytope in N n , where N is a set of natural numbers. The lower and upper bounds of an index variable are assumed to be affine functions of the outer loop indices. We assume that lj ≤ uj for 2 ≤ j ≤ n. The set of hyperplanes defined by i1 = 1, i1 = N, ir = lr and ir = ur for 2 ≤ r ≤ n, determine the geometry of the iteration space. For example, if lr = ar and ur = br where ar, br ∈ N (i.e., constant bounds) for 2 ≤ r ≤ n, then the geometry of Γ is a rectangular parallelepiped. Unlike previous work [4, 8] , our loop model also captures non-uniform iteration spaces, i.e., our model supports non-constant loop strides along each dimension. Each l k , u k and s k can be expressed as a linear combination of i1, i2, . . . , i k−1 , as shown below:
The lower bound, upper bound and the loop stride of L can be expressed in matrix form as follows:
2 An index variable of a loop is also referred to as an iterator.
where L, U, S are n × n lower triangular matrices, given by:
with |L| = |U| = 1, and 0, υ0, s and s0 are n × 1 vectors given by:
in]
T where 10 = 1, u10 = N, and s10 = 1. Next, we present definitions of some other terms used in the rest of the paper. Definition 1. The density ρ k of an iteration space Γ along the axis corresponding to the loop index i k is defined as follows:
Intuitively, the density of an iteration space along a particular dimension represents the distribution of index points along that dimension. If ρ k = constant, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, then the iteration space is said to be uniform, else the iteration space is said to be non-uniform. Note that
Definition 2. For each x, y ∈ R such that x < y, an elementary set S(x, y) in Γ is defined as follows:
S(x, y) = {i|i ∈ Γ, x ≤ i1 < y} Let β = {γ0, γ1, . . . , γm, γm+1} denote a set of breakpoints along an axis corresponding to the outermost loop of L such that γ0 < γ1 < γ2 < · · · < γm < γm+1, where γ k ∈ R for 1 ≤ k ≤ m, γ0 = 1, γm+1 = N + , where 0 < < 1. The parameter helps to capture the index points lying on the hyperplane i1 = N (note that the interval of an elementary set S is open on the right). Given a set of breakpoints β (as defined above), a contiguous outermost partition is defined as follows:
GENERAL APPROACH
Consider the loop nests and their corresponding iteration spaces shown in Figure 2 . We say that an iteration space can be partitioned uniformly along a given axis if the sets thus obtained have equal interval lengths (refer to Definition 2) and have the same number of iterations. We call an iterator invariant if the lower bound, upper bound and the stride of the iterator are constants and the coefficient corresponding to this iterator in the expressions of lower bound, upper bound and stride of other iterators is zero. For example, in Figure 2 In this context, an interesting property of invariance is that an iteration space can be partitioned uniformly along the axis corresponding to an invariant iterator to yield perfect or near-perfect load balance. For example, assuming two processors, the iteration space shown in Figure 2 (a) can be partitioned uniformly along either of the two axis to achieve perfect load balance, whereas uniform partitioning of the iteration space shown in Figure 2 (b) along either of the two axis results in load imbalance [9] .
We follow a top-down approach for partitioning the iteration space of a given loop nest. First, we determine whether there exists an invariant iterator(s) in the loop nest. If one or more invariant iterators exist, then we move the loops corresponding to all such iterators to the outermost position. For the loop model shown in Figure 1 loop interchange is always valid as there do not exist any loop carried dependences [10] . The loops are then linearized (if required); the linearization process is further discussed in Section 6. Finally, the loop nest is partitioned amongst P processors. However, an invariant iterator may not exist in the original loop. This can be attributed to the fact that satisfying the invariance conditions (discussed in Section 5.1) is dependent on the definition of the lower bound ( k ), upper bound (u k ) and the stride (s k ). Nevertheless, one can find an invariant iterator i k by transforming the original loop. In order to detect such invariant iterators we define a unimodular transformation [11] . The transformation reduces the expressions of l k , u k and s k into canonical form which makes the iteration space amenable for uniform partitioning along i k . The significance of presence of an invariant iterator lies in the fact it obviates geometric [12] and variable density considerations during the partitioning phase and the fact that partitioning along the axis corresponding to an invariant iterator yields perfect load balance.
In case an invariant iterator does not exist, e.g., in Figure 2(b), we employ a geometric approach to partition the iteration space. The approach, presented in Section 7, provides an integrated solution of partitioning non-rectangular and non-uniform iteration spaces to achieve near-optimal load balance.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The execution time of an elementary set S(x, y) is proportional to the number of iterations, |S(x, y)|, in the set. Therefore, the execution time of a contiguous outermost partition is
where tLB is the execution time of the innermost loop body. From hereon, we omit tLB, since it is a constant, in future discussions. 3 Now, we present a rigorous formulation of the problem we address in this paper.
Problem 1 (Minimum execution time).
Given an iteration space Γ with variable densities and P (≤ N ) processors, find a contiguous outermost partition Q so as to minimize the execution time:
INVARIANT ITERATOR DETECTION IN NON-UNIFORM ITERATION SPACES
In this section, we first derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an invariant iterator. Subsequently, we present a unimodular loop transformation to transform the iterator into canonical form for uniform partitioning along the axis corresponding to that iterator.
Necessary Conditions
An iterator is invariant iff it does not reference any other iterators nor is it referenced by any other iterators. Intuitively, the lower bound, upper bound and the stride of an invariant iterator should be constant and the coefficient corresponding to this iterator in the expressions of lower bound, upper bound and stride of other iterators should be zero. Mathematically, an invariant iterator i k must satisfy the following:
Unimodular Loop Transformations
It is important to note that an invariant iterator in L may not appear in the original code in canonical form, i.e., satisfying the system of equations given in (4) and (5). We present a loop transformation based on the general theory of unimodular matrices for canonicalization of the invariant iterator. Let T be a unimodular matrix given by:
The mapping L → L T is the unimodular transformation defined by the matrix T. The loop nest L T is the transformed loop nest of L defined by T. The lower bound matrix of the transformed loop nest, denoted by L T , is related to the lower bound matrix of original loop nest (L) by the following equation:
The upper bound and stride matrices of L T , represented by U T , S T , are related to the corresponding upper bound and stride matrices of L in a similar fashion. We seek an n × n unimodular matrix T = (tpq) such that for each invariant iterator in LT , L T , U T and S T satisfy the system of equations given in (4) and (5).
Let i k in L T be an invariant iterator. From Equations 4 and 6, i k must satisfy the following:
Similarly, for 1 ≤ p ≤ k−1, i k must also satisfy the following conditions corresponding to the upper bound and stride.
From Equations 7 and 8 and from Equations 4 and 9, we deduce the following conditions:
The system of equations in 10 represent the conditions for the existence of a unimodular matrix.
From Equations 5 and 6, i k must satisfy the following:
For convenience and simplicity of exposition, we represent Equations 11-13 in a matrix form as follows:
where, A is a 3(n − k) × (n − k) matrix, x is a (n − k) × 1 vector and b is a 3(n − k) × 1 vector given by:
To establish the consistency of the system of linear equations given by Equation 14, we reduce the augmented matrix [A|b] to a matrix [E|c] that is in row echelon form, using Gaussian elimination [13] . During reduction of [A|b] to [E|c] , if a situation arises in which the only non-zero entry in a row appears on the right-hand side (as shown below), the system is inconsistent if α = 0:
There is no inconsistency if a row of the form (0 0 . . . 0 | 0) is encountered. Equations 10 and 14 represent the conditions for the existence of a unimodular transformation matrix for i k . If T exists, we compute T as follows. Without any loss in generality, we assume
As a result, the solution of Equations 7 and 8 is given by:
Similarly, for simplicity we assume
The unimodular transformation matrix T thus obtained is given by: Figure 3 (a) and its corresponding iteration space in Figure 3(b) . For clarity purposes, only the index points along the edges of the polytope representing the iteration space are shown. The iteration space has a parallelepiped (non-rectangular) geometry in the i-j and i-k planes. Since neither i, j nor k satisfy Equations 4 and 5, therefore, none of the iterators is invariant.
Next, we find a unimodular transformation matrix for the given loop nest. Due to space limitations, we restrict the computation of the transformation matrix for the iterator j. The matrices L, U, S for the loop nest shown in Figure 3 (a) are given as follows:
From above, we observe that conditions given by the system of equations in 10 are satisfied. The augmented matrix is given by: Figure 3 The transformed loop nest is shown in Figure 4 . In Figure 4 , the iterator j is invariant. Thus, the iteration space can now be partitioned uniformly along the axis corresponding to the iterator j. As stated earlier, we partition along the outermost loop in order to maximize parallelism. Therefore, the second loop is moved to the outermost position before partitioning into different sets. The sets thus obtained are mapped onto different processors.
Multiple Invariant Iterators
In the previous section we derived the necessary and sufficient conditions for determining an invariant iterator and presented a unimodular loop transformation to generate the corresponding iterator. However, there may exist multiple invariant iterators in an iteration space. We employ the same approach to determine all the independent invariant iterators and their corresponding transformation matrices. However, as shown in [8] , sequential application of the transformation matrices does not yield invariant iterators. To solve this problem, we employ Boyle's mapping function [8] to determine a unified transformation matrix, derived from the independent unimodular transformation matrices.
LINEARIZATION
So far, we presented techniques to transform an iteration space to make it amenable for uniform partitioning, i.e., partitioning the outermost loop equally amongst the different processors to achieve perfect load balance. However, if the span, i.e., the difference between the upper bound and lower bound plus one, of the outermost loop is not an integral multiple of the number of processors, then uniform partitioning is not feasible. To address this, we present a linearizationbased approach to facilitate uniform partitioning. Procedure 2 presents our approach.
Procedure 2 attempts to find a minimal subset of invariant iterators such that their combined span is an integral multiple of the number of processors available. If such a subset exists, then it linearizes those iterators and moves the new iterator thus obtained to the outermost position. The outermost loop is then partitioned equally amongst the different processors. For example, consider the following loop nest shown in Figure 5 , where the invariant iterators have already been moved to the outermost position. Let us consider the partitioning of the iteration space of the loop nest amongst 16 processors. We observe that the iterator i is invariant. However, partitioning the iteration space along the axis corresponding to i does not yield perfect load balance across all the 16 processors. Though one 4 Note that, lb k and ub k are obtained after applying transformation(s), thus they differ from the original bounds.
5 Note that, µ k = constant, for 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
Procedure 2 Linearization-based Uniform Partitioning of an Iteration Space
Input : A set of invariant iterators i k , for 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and the transformed loop nest L T . Output : Uniformly partitioned iteration space.
/* Iteration Reordering */ for each i k do Move i k to the outermost position end for
Let lb k and ub k represent the lower and upper bound of iterator i k respectively.
Linearize the iterators corresponding to all the µs in G Move the new iterator to the outermost position Partition the outermost loop uniformly amongst P processors Exit end if /* Uniform partitioning of the iteration space along the axis corresponding to the outermost loop is not feasible */ Partition the outermost loop "equally" amongst P processors where gcd(a, b) stands for the greatest common divisor of a and b. can achieve perfect load balance by partitioning the iteration space amongst 12 processors, however, it will result in under utilization of the processors. As a result, it may lead to overbearing loss in parallelism, thus adversely affecting performance. 6 To address the above problem, we linearize the two outermost loops as their combined span (= 12 × 8 = 96) is an integral number of the number of processors.
In a similar fashion, Procedure 2 searches for a set of loops in the transformed loop nest L T such that the product of their trip counts (denoted by µ in Procedure 2) is an integral multiple of the number of processors. If there exists such a set of loops, then the corresponding loops are linearized and the loop thus obtained is partitioned uniformly amongst the P processors to yield perfect load balance. Alternatively, the iteration space is partitioned "equally" amongst the given processors, i.e., assuming N iterations in the outermost loop (N > P), N mod P processors are alloted N/P iterations and the remaining processors are alloted N/P iterations. Arguably, one could linearize L itself; however, remapping of the index expressions in the presence of affine loop bounds and strides introduces significant overhead, unlike linearization of invariant iterators.
WEIGHT-BASED PARTITIONING
In this section we present an algorithm for partitioning an iteration space Γ across P processors, assuming that there do not exist any invariant iterators.
In Procedure 3, we first compute a partial weight of the convex polytope as a function of the outermost index variable. It is important to note that the volume of a polytope provides an inaccurate estimate of the number of index points as the density of the iteration space may be nonconstant, i.e., when the induction variables have variable strides. Therefore, we follow a weight-based approach for estimating the number of index points in a polytope. Next, we compute the total weight of the convex polytope corresponding to the loop nest L using Equation 15 . Then we determine the breakpoints along the i1-axis for partitioning Γ across the given processors. The solution of Equation 16 corresponds to the k-th breakpoint, denoted by γ k . Note that W (x) is a monotonically increasing function of x. Therefore, there exists only one real solution of Equation 16 . In contrast, the algebraic approaches [3, 4, 8] proposed in the past for iteration space partitioning are inapplicable in such cases, as they are incapable of handling variable densities; furthermore, these previous approaches achieve load balance, even for uniform iteration spaces, by merging noncontiguous sets, thereby possibly affecting locality adversely. The breakpoints γ k define the boundaries of the elementary sets in Γ. The sets thus obtained are contiguous which eliminates the need for multiple loops, required in case of non-contiguous sets. Furthermore, contiguous sets facilitate exploitation of data locality. Obviously, the same approach is applicable for determining the various sets of a partition even when the density is constant. In contrast, previous approaches [3, 4] achieve load balance across different processors at the expense of data locality, as the sets obtained by applying these approaches are non-contiguous. 
/* Determine the loop bounds */
where, lb and ub are the lower and upper bounds of an elementary set.
Next, we determine the lower and upper bounds of the loops corresponding to each set using equations 17 and 18 respectively. The algorithm is formally presented as Procedure 3 on page . Let us examine our algorithm behavior with the help of an example.
Example 2. Consider the loop nest shown in Figure 6 (a). The projection of the corresponding iteration space on i1-i2 and i1-i3 planes is shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c) respectively. First, we compute a partial weight of the convex polytope as a function of the outermost index variable. Next, we compute the total weight of the convex polytope corresponding to the iteration space Γ. The partial and total weights are given by:
Next, assuming 3 processors, we determine the breakpoints for the iteration space.
The new loop bounds of the sets thus obtained are given by:
So far, we have only considered perfect loop nests. However, our algorithm can be applied to multiway loop nests 7 in a similar fashion. Detailed discussion of the above is outside the scope of this paper.
THE ALGORITHM
In this section we present a unified algorithm for iteration space (with variable densities) partitioning. In Algorithm 1, the function InvariantIteratorExists determines if there exists an invariant iterator(s) in Γ using Procedure 1. If an invariant iterator(s) exists then we partition Γ uniformly along an axis corresponding to the outermost loop using Procedure 2. If an invariant iterator does not exist, then we employ a weight-based partitioning approach, as discussed in Section 7, for partitioning Γ.
CASE STUDY
As a case study to illustrate our algorithm, we consider The Sieve of Eratosthenes (TSoE). TSoE identifies all prime 7 A loop is multiway nested if there are two or more loops at the same level [14] . Note that the loops may be nested themselves.
Algorithm 1 Partitioning N-dimensional Iteration Spaces with Variable Densities
Input : An N-dimensional iteration space Γ and P processors. Output : Partitioned iteration space.
if InvariantIteratorExists then Partition Γ uniformly across P processors using Procedure 2 else Partition Γ using Procedure 3 end if numbers up to a given number N . The algorithm first "unmarks" all the integers from 2 to N . The first unmarked integer, 2, is the first prime. Then, it marks every multiple of this prime. Subsequently, it repeatedly takes the next unmarked integer as the next prime and marks every multiple of that prime. First, we check the existence of an invariant iterator. For the first iterator, i.e., loop index i, we note that equations given in (10) are not applicable. The augmented matrix of the first iterator is given by:
From the above, we note that the system of equations represented by A is inconsistent as α = 0 (see the third row of A). Therefore, the first iterator is not invariant. Similarly, we observe that the second iterator is also not invariant as it does not satisfy the equations given in (10) . Therefore, we employ our geometric approach, described in Section 7, for partitioning the iteration space shown in Figure 7 b ). First, we determine a partial weight of the convex polytope corresponding to the iteration space of Figure 7 b).
Next, we determine the total weight of the convex polytope using Equation 15 .
Next, we determine the breakpoint for the partition. 
The new loop bounds of the sets thus obtained are given by :
Loops S1 and S2 in Figure 7 c) correspond to the two sets of the partitioned iteration space.
PREVIOUS WORK
It has been shown that loops without dependences among their iterations (traditionally known as DOALLs [5] ) account for greatest amount of parallelism in numerical and scientific applications [15] . In addition, several compiler techniques [16] have been proposed to convert loops with interiteration dependences to DOALL loops for parallel execution. However, once this is done, the problem is how to partition the iteration space of the DOALLs across a given number of processors so as to minimize execution time and optimize processor utilization.
In [17] , Anik et al. discuss several models for parallel execution of nested loops. The simplest model is to execute the outermost loop in parallel and all the inner parallel loops sequentially. Another model involves collapsing [18] the nested loops into a single loop using compiler transformations. In another model, the inner loops are executed in parallel and a blocking barrier is used at the end of each parallel loop, which prevents the overlapping between execution of inner loops. Similarly, loop interchanging [16, 19] may be used to switch parallel loops to the outer position when the original outer loop is not parallel. However, in case of a nest of DOALLs, loop interchange is redundant w.r.t. parallel execution of the loop nest.
Techniques such as loop concurrentization [20] partition the set of iterations of a loop and assigns a different subset to each processor. Irigoin and Triolet's supernode partitioning approach [21] divides an iteration space of a loop nest into nodes with several goals : vector computation within a node, loop tiling for data reuse and parallelism between tiles. In [4] , Sakellariou discusses the necessary condition for partitioning a loop nest across different processors with equal workload. Based on whether the iterations are distributed among processors before or during run-time, loop partitioning can be classified as static or dynamic. In static partitioning, each processor is assigned a fixed number of iterations such that the distribution among processors is as even as possible. The most common approaches for static partitioning are:
Ë Cyclic partitioning (CP) : It distributes the iterations in a round robin fashion; thus given n iterations and p processors, processor i executes iterations i + kp, k = 0, 1, . . . , n/p. However, this approach may deteriorate performance due to false sharing.
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Ë Block partitioning (BP) [22] : This approach maps contiguous iterations onto processors in a consecutive manner; thus a processor i executes iterations in/p + 1 through (i+1)n/p. The efficiency of BP is governed by the block size. Assuming zero scheduling overhead, the optimal block size is k = n/p number of iterations.
Ë Balanced chunk scheduling (BCS) [23] : BCS attempts to distribute the total number of iterations of the loop body among processors as evenly as possible as opposed to cyclic and block partitioning which distribute only the iterations of the outer loop. An example of the latter is shown in Appendix B of [4] . However, Haghighat and Polychronopolous restrict their discussion to double loops.
Ë Canonical loop partitioning (CLP) [4] : Sakellariou introduce a notion of canonical loop nest for loop partitioning. CLP assumes that the outermost loop can be equi-partitioned into 2p m−1 parts, where p is the number of processors and m is the depth of a loop nest. However, this may generate empty sets which leads to load imbalance. Moreover, CLP generates a fragmented partition i.e. each individual set is a collection of non-contiguous subsets. CLP employs an enumeration-based approach to determine the total number of index points in an iteration space. It relies on loop normalization in the presence of non-unit strides. However the introduction of floors and ceilings renders this approach nonviable in practice (see Section 7). Furthermore, determination of the set boundaries in CLP is very cumbersome.
Several other techniques have been proposed in [24, 25, 26] for mapping affine loops on to multiple processors. However, these techniques focus primarily on communication minimization between the processors.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented an algorithm for partitioning N-dimensional iteration spaces with variable densities. First, we presented a mathematical formulation for detecting invariant iterators in a loop nest with non-constant strides. Assuming an invariant iterator exists, we presented an approach to partition the iteration space to achieve perfect load balance. Otherwise, unlike previous approaches [3, 4] , we follow a geometric approach for partitioning an iteration space. The partition thus obtained consists of contiguous sets, which facilitates exploitation of data locality. As future work, we would like to extend our approach to partition iteration spaces at run-time.
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